Introduction

Supper Infosoft is a fast-growing internet and software solutions provider in India, providing e-commerce solution and software development. Supper Infosoft is established in 1989. It is headquartered in New Delhi, India. With state-of-the-art infrastructure and exceptionally qualified teams, its development activities are undertaken in New Delhi, India. The development centre in New Delhi is equipped with cutting-edge Pentium & machines, servers and excellent development premises in the heart of the city. The centre is scattered by highly qualified software developers, software engineers, team leaders, and project managers. Before joining Supper Infosoft our programmers have worked extensively for large software companies in India and abroad.

Products:

1. Anuvaadak 5.0 software solution packs revolutionary translation engine, an artificial intelligence routine which takes an entire document in English and translates it into Hindi in one go implementing major grammar rules of the Hindi language to a high degree of accuracy. The user interface is simple and and an English word processor is inbuilt which incorporates spell checker in both English and Hindi along with an inbuilt thesaurus and grammar checker.

This innovative software also includes 100 Hindi fonts with Print, Save, Open, Copy, useful plugins as a facility to import files of English text saved using HP Standard Scanner (OCR), Excel charts, Spread sheets, Power Point Slides, Paintbrush pictures, Microsoft Word documents. It includes page settings like left, right and centralization of text Header and Footer. The software is compatible with Microsoft Windows 95/98, Windows NT.

Salient Features:

- Filing and Printing facility from within the inbuilt word processor itself.
- Inbuilt grammar-checker for both pre-translation and post-translation stage.
- Inbuilt dictionaries for specific functions e.g. official, formal, agriculture, linguistics, technical, and administrative.
- About 100 free fonts ranging from elegant to artistic.
- Built-in character map for mapping English characters to Hindi.
- Dictionary interface where more words can be added by the user to the dictionary as well as modified i.e. the user can add more multiple Hindi meanings to the existing ones also.
- Multiple Hindi meanings of English words that can be selected by the user for refined translation.
• User-friendly with pull-down menus.
• Spell checker for both English and Hindi.
• Saves both English and Hindi text.
• Option available for faster, near automatic translation of routine official, DO letters and circulars from English to Hindi.
• This translator also includes all the edit facilities provided in Microsoft Word.
• Facility of transliteration where Hindi meaning of the English word is not available in Dictionary.
• Plugin facility to call in and insert files of English text saved using HP Standard Scanner as OCR, Power Point slides, Paintbrush pictures and Microsoft Word documents.

2. Office Karya Kalaap 2001

Salient Features:
• Following are the minimum system requirements to install and run Office Karya Kalaap 2001: 486, Pentium or faster processor with 8 MB RAM and 1 GB HDD. The use of a 1.44 MB FDD is optional and Office Karya Kalaap 2001 also supports all the popular Inkjet and Laser printers.
• Office Karya Kalaap 2001 is compatible with Windows 3.11/9x/ME/2000 and Windows NT platforms. However, since Windows 3.1/3.11 is no longer used in both Govt. Sector as well as Private Sector, Office Karya Kalaap 2001 has been optimized for the multi-tasking operating systems such as Windows 95/98/2000/NT/ME/XP.
• This package can be used under multi-user environments such as Windows NT/2000. The interchange of files through a network and the printing of documents of Office Karya Kalaap 2001 on a network printer is also possible.
• Office Karya Kalaap 2001 works well with all Windows applications e.g. MS Word, MS Excel, MS PowerPoint, MS Access etc., and text written in Office Karya Kalaap 2001 can easily be pasted in the above MS Office applications with all formatting properties retained.

Furthermore, Office Karya Kalaap 2001 also has the facility to import clipart, OLE objects, pictures, graphs, Excel spreadsheets, Word documents, Paintbrush pictures etc. directly into the Office Karya Kalaap 2001 document.
• Office Karya Kalaap 2001, by virtue of being a bilingual software, extensively supports both English and Hindi languages. It contains not only word-processing capabilities in both English and Hindi, but also an extensive dictionary and spell-check in both the languages.
• All the popular keyboards like Inscript, Remington, DOE, Phonetic, Typewriter and Executive are supported. It also includes an On-screen Keyboard to facilitate easy typing for newcomers. In this layout, the user can click on the keyboard characters being displayed on top of the document and does not have to remember the Hindi keyboard mappings.
• Extensive ISCII support is inbuilt in Office Karya Kalaap 2001 and conversion of ASCII files into ISCII format and vice versa is possible.
• In-built dictionaries for specific functions e.g.
official, formal, banking, linguistics, and administrative is an integral part of the software. The electronic dictionary provides the facility to view the meanings of English Words, Phrases and Idioms in Hindi. Words and phrases from Government, Administration, Banking dictionaries are available in the Office Karya Kalaap 2001 dictionary.

- 100 fonts, which can be used for newspapers and magazines are included, and are specially designed to match very high-speed, low-cost printing. It supports True Type font categories. Combined usage of English and Hindi fonts in the same document is very much possible.

- Office Karya Kalaap 2001 supports numerals in Hindi as well as English, and by default, the numerals are typed in English, as has become the standard in most offices.

- This Software provides extensive facility of Dual Spell checking i.e. to check the spelling of English as well as Hindi words.

- Mail Merge Facility is also provided in Hindi as well as English to print/send multiple copies of a document to different users.

- Since Office Karya Kalaap 2001 supports popular formats like Rich Text format (.rtf) and .doc (Word Document), conversion of documents of other applications is possible. For this, the document of Applications such as Akshar, Akruti etc. should be saved in either of the above two formats (.doc and .rtf) and then opened in Office Karya Kalaap 2001. All the formatting properties of the document will be completely retained in the conversion.

- Sorting in Hindi for lists and tables is possible in Office Karya Kalaap 2001 for obtaining list of names etc. in alphabetical order.
• E-mail Facility to send mails in Hindi and other Indian Languages is also inbuilt into Office Karya Kalaap 2001. After the creation of a document in Office Karya Kalaap 2001, it can be directly E-mailed from Office Karya Kalaap 2001 itself, either in the form of an .rtf or .doc file or converted in into an image file such as .bmp or .jpg.

• Office Karya Kalaap 2001 supports the creation of tables in the inbuilt word-processor itself. Since Excel and PowerPoint documents can be embedded as OLE objects in the Office Karya Kalaap 2001 document itself, it supports the use of presentation and graphs also.

• Facility of transliteration from English to Hindi is also available in Office Karya Kalaap 2001.

• Office Karya Kalaap 2001 works with the following databases: MS-ACCESS, SQL SERVER, ORACLE and Visual Foxpro etc.
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Objective

Overall Library Automation, Management, & Maintenance

Special Features


Users

Members (Students, Private members), Guests, Information Seekers, Librarians Accountants (Library), Administrators etc.

Inputs

Article Information (Books, Periodicals, CD-ROM Titles, Software’s on Media etc.) through manual & automatic entry e.g. .scanner, barcode reader etc. with the following details :

Accession Number, Publishers, Author, Title, Name, Volume Number, Supplier, ISBN number, Class number,. Call number, Picture of cover page, Placement details within the library

The detailed Information of Article e.g. number of pages, cost, currency conversion of cost, media type, editions, references, Author combinations, Subject, Topic, Region etc.

Member details : Name, Address, Category, Telephone, fax, E-mail, Mobile Number, Interests, Hobbies, Medical Informations, Subject, Topic, Parent/Guardian, Info., Issue/fine schemes etc.

Subscription Details : Circulation of books (Issue, Return, Cancellation, Renewals, Requisition, Repair, Lost books, Damaged books etc.) and additional circulation schemes, Handling of Binding, Weeding & Damaged book as a special kind of circulation procedure only. Loss & fine calculation procedure & implementation by blocking future transaction.

Guest Information : User Information Translation, Integration of data from existing applications like Student Info System, Payroll applications, Suppliers applications etc.
Output
- All the above
- Catalogue of Books by Index Catalogue (Indexes), Call No./Accession Number, Author & Publisher, Book Name, Book Title, Subject, Region, Dictionary Catalogues.

Reports
List of Overdue books, Clearance, Accredition and various other certificates. Member Usage Report:
- Payment Status, Defaulters list (Fine, Due, etc.), Requisition list etc.
- Statistical Book/Article Usage Report
- Not used, Least frequently used, Moderately used, Most frequently used
- Requisition Report
- Daily Issue Report
- Requirement Analysis Report
- Guest List
- Subscription status
- Managerial Reports
  a. Department wise comparison charts,
  b. Monthly Cumulative Collection Reports,
  c. Profitability Indexes etc.
- Online Reports
  a. Member Card Printing,
  b. Receipt Voucher,
  c. Issue Gate Cards,
  d. Article receipts for supplier/vendor
- Issue/Receipt Report

Hardware/Software Required
- Pentium 100 with 16 MB RAM
- Free Hard Disk Space 30-200 MB
- Operating System: Windows 95/98/NT
- Barcode Reader (optional)
- Laser or DMP printer (for reports & labels only)
- CD R/W writer (optional)
- CD-ROM drive for installation
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